
THE 
INTEGRATION 

We started our day by participating at  name games, communication and 
team building. The day proceeded with some useful knowledge about the 
agenda for the upcoming week and the most exciting activity of the day, 
which was the location challenge. All participants had the chance to explore 
the city and take pictures in iconic places of Leszno. Challenge consisted of 
point based system which they've successfully achieved by completing the 
task. 
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Leszno 
welcomes 

participants at 
Sandro Silver 
hotel. They're 
to stay for a 

training project 
which is taking 

place till  
Saturday the 

2d of 
September.



Visiting the city

Work can be hard. Sometimes 
in solitary state or in the 

outdoors.
Competition 

for the best, the 
stronger and 
the faster, the 
team that will 
lead the world 
is on, and the 
results are 

impressive. 
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Mass Murder at Sandro 
Silver Hotel 
The mass killings took place at the Hotel where 30 
participants from broad countries were staying. 
More than 8 people were injured at some point but later were saved by a 
mysterious Woman. The Lady of Life brought people back to life by 'The 
Kiss of Life' technique. Some witnesses say she was paid to do so but 
others denied this allegations. 

Victor who also goes by the name Victorious was eliminated in plain day 
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"NANA 
BANANA" 

SPEAKS FOR THE 
FIRST TIME ABOUT 

HER NEW NAME

'MORE WORK LESS 
BREAK' SAY 

PARTICIPANTS

MATCH.COM IS 
EXPANDING 

WORLDWIDE


VERONIKA ACCUSED 
OF USING HER PALM 
TO A GREEK WOMAN


"The murderer just 
started to shoot us 

without any 
warning. People 
started to fall " 

'MOVE ON' TIMES

http://MATCH.COM
http://MATCH.COM
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light. Others were falling behind him rapidly."The murderer 
just started to shoot us without any warning. People started 
to fall one by one, there was so much confusion at first of 
what was happening, nobody told us anything. I'm thankful 
for the 'Kiss of Life ' from the estranged woman. Others were 
not as lucky as Me" said Victor for MOVE ON TIMES.  

  'Ohhh' that Fashion 

Marcia Ramada was 
spotted wearing just a 
simple pair of blue Jeans 
and a long black overcoat 
during her training. She 
looked sophisticated and 
very comfortable 
throughout. Simply add a 
pair of stylish sunglasses 
for the midday look. No 
need for fancy 
accessories just use a 
hairband and you can 
always tie your hair up at 
any moment that way 
too.   
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 Blue is the colour of the season. 

You can rock a navy blue 

cardigan or a light blue pazmina 

depending on your own personal 

preference one thing for sure 

that you will always look great 

when you'll wear your 

confidence on first .GAMES
Guess whom is 

Francisco talking 
to at the 

background. Submit 
your answers by 
noon and win a 

price. 

NEW AUTOMN  
FASHION 

Move 
On! 

Course 
Erasmus+ 

Leszno, Poland



Another Zombie attack in Poland 
Leszno suffers another set back as the 
government is blamed for the 
unforeseen attack.  

Luckily 
nobody has been injured during the wave of Zombies. In the morning of 29 of 
August another unforeseen event took place at a small hotel in the heart of 
Leszno. A wave of zombies covered the city down in a broad day light. Hotel 
stuff panicked and turned off all electricity at the premises in hope to get rid 
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" Move On " Daily Mail 
Zombie attack gets everyone to panic again.

Greek Opera had 
visited Leszno. 
Young Actors and 
Actresses 
performed a the 
'Meeting Room'  

Robots are claiming 
extra wages for 
working during 
Zombie attack 

Green Peace is 
suing a men for 
t-shirt print. 

A man will face 
court charges over 
a Cow t-shirt print.

DAY ZOMBIE 
Day zombies are produced as a 
consequence of night partying. 

They're harmless 

1
NIGHT ZOMBIE 

Night zombies are brain sucking 
creatures that eat you up at night

2

30 August 2017



of them. A professor 
from old town Adam K. 
reminds us that this 
type of zombies are 
harmless and they are 
not the man eating 
type. The major 
difference between the 
two characteristics is 
that one lives a night 
life and travels with 
day light and the other attacks at night. Day light zombies can also be 
identified on every day life activities. Hard to deal with tasks can trick the 

brain into overheating and convert the unused energy into day light zombies characteristics. This 
characteristic are dangerous when used too often. It can trick the brain into produce low unefficient 
skills, kills your appetite and strength to work. Typically stereo types live from day to day on a infused 
drink called RedBull. This liquid miracle can reverse the characteristic but also harms your health.  

All zombies left the hotel at midday 
yesterday and walked down to a near by 
forrest where a group of Young Sports 
Scientist have cached up with them and 
conducted extended experiments on how 
sports and fresh air can help to recover from 
Day Light Zombie syndrome back to human. 
More studies are needed say the scientist 
but they are happy with the results for now 
and hope that the attacks will stop for a 
little while now. 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MOVE ON DAILY MAIL 30 AUGUST 2017

A WOMAN IS DEFENDING A MEN IN COURT FOR ABSURD PRINT . 
Green Peace has sued a men over using a t-shirt where 
the Cows are visibly working. The men used the t-shirt 
during a presentation of a NGO program from Greece.  

The allegations are not right said his defending party, 
whom is also an animal lover herself and wore a 'I'm a 
Lion' kitty cat t-shirt herself.

MOVE ON! TRAINING COURSE ERASMUS+, 
LESZNO POLAND 
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MOVE ON NEWS 
Sports Edition 
Zumba Teacher has take an new job training woman for a combat. The new idea comes after 

recent Zombie and Mass shooting incidents. As too many unpredictable 
things are happening in our society local community is looking for 
alternative ways of being prepared for the unpredictable. Foreign 
countries are tackling the issues via sports. 


International sports clubs were sent by the UN to help to diffuse the panic in Leszno. A lot of 
great professionals had taken time off 
from their busy schedules and 
traveled to Poland. On theirs forth day 
arrival, they've gone on the streets 
looking for those minorities that are 
the most in need. A football match 

Lorem Ipsum Dolor �1

Best basketball 
team is created 
in Leszno.
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and a frisbee was a solution. Everyone is so excited about the 
program.


“ Ruben from Spain, is on fire 
without pain. “ 

Best Spanish coach was found taking ciesta during his own 
international match. Team members were deeply disappointed. 
Game was disqualified from the board. 


Ruben, who is nation’s favourite coach said that is normal 
procedure for him and that it is no surprise to have had taken a 
ciesta when the game went on for so long on a hot day. However 
his team is not happy about it, they are keep making comparison 
to the French coach who's always with 

them. Both 
parties have met 
at a fire display 
show late on 
Wednesday. 
Where they had 
a chance to 
practice with the 
professionals 
their fire tricks. 
The head name 
was given to Ruben during this 
activity as he set himself on fire 
a bit . No pain no game. 


Lorem Ipsum Dolor �2

Best Leszno team 
had taken the       
spot light at the 
local pitch. More 
games to be 
organised as The 
Olympics are taking 
place in Wroclaw. 

  Zika virus has 
another type of 
temporary 
reaction. A 
person bitten by 
a mosquito will 
suffer a swelling 
of the eyes for 
short period.  

Game of the day. 
Count how many 

times Marina 
gets called 

Marcia.
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EAT,SLEEP & REPEAT 
New restaurant in the heart of Leszno with very affordable 
prices has opened up its doors to the public for the first time 
last night. The restaurant has a Madagascan cuisine. 

"I Like To Move On It , Move On It" restaurant is 
offering different variation of affordable payment to its 
customers of its unique point based system of paint. For 
instance. If your group pf friends would like to come out with 
you for a meal but can not afford the whole meal, you can 
always share your meal with them. This means, you're paying 
for the space you ate taking in the restaurant as well as the 
food you eat. Two or more people can chew on the same stake 

Today's News Tomorrows Rubbish.                                                          meal �1

Woman claims her 
chicken lay golden 
eggs. 

A woman from a rural small 

area claims her chicken lays 
golden eggs all year around.  

The circus comes to 
Leszno  

TODAY’S NEWS 
MOVE ON EDITION

Woman awaiting for food happily 
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or sit on each others lap to minimise space 
and respectively the cost. After appetisers, 
your friends and you can swap the roles or 
lap. 

Young people became very inventing over 
new techniques how no to exclude anyone 
from an event. For instance 30 people can 
take turn to sit on the same chair for a bit. 

"If they're happy, we are happy" says the 
manager of the restaurant. We inspired the 
nation to be more united and more sharing. 
We have a whole bunch of people now 
sharing even elementary things like a shirt 
or shoes. 

Actor selection for new Into The Jungle 
movie 

Star Victor Victoriano Victorious 
from Virginia USA is the main 
actor for the new Tarzan inspired 
movie Into the Jungle. The actor 
is training with set on fire juggling 
clubs. As the new movie will 
conclude with a battle of flying 
out of space monkeys attacking 
the the forrest. Victor must learn 

how to 
manage 
his on fire pole in order to eliminate 
the out of space creatures. 

Today's News Tomorrows Rubbish.                                                          meal �2

Have you seen this 
men?  

A men medium built with facial 
hair. Dresses up  in till the knee 
havana shorts, white t-shirt and 
flip flops has kicked a woman 
brutally after she leaves a 
restaurant in Leszno 

Bob Marley 
convention

Convention will take place at Silver 
Hotel where all so called Bobs will 
arrive to the annual singing contest. 
battle.

Singer Roxane’s 
wearing a beautiful 

in style turquoise 
blue frock for the 

awards polish night 
taken place in 

Leszno last night   

Move On! Training course Erasmus, Leszno Poland 



  MOVE ON NEWS

The dream team is about 
to leave Leszno. Looking 
back at the time we’ve 
had together and got to 
know each other is a 
strange feeling that only 
just like yesterday we've 
been learning each others 
names.  

  

Siesta  

syndrome is 
spreading rapidly 
among population 
in Leszno. 

Leszno, Poland                               2 September 



Tthis new fast 
spreading virus is 
thought to be a 
syndrome of 
combination of food 

factors and the 
neurological 
brain 
movements 
triggered by 
brain 
storming. 
Scientists  
can not 

conclude yet as to why is 
happening and how many people 

are affected by it. Too many young people these days are 
dropping down on the floor in no time for a nap. During the 
warmer weather is so much more aggressive than we see 
individuals or even duos being swept of their feet.  The virus is 
highly contagious and a lot of people have missed out on 
important events because of it. The UN is planning to send out 
helping AID to support those who are vulnerable to the fall. No 
everyone can take a vigorous fall to the floor. Some have been 
injured already and awaiting treatment in 
hospital.  
The syndrome is so contagious that we advise 

everyone to watch 
out whom they 
are standing next 

The boys 
Victorious and 

Fantasy but 
many called 

him 

Fantastic are 
still fighting 

whom is gonna 
wear the shirt 
and shoes for 

longer 
everyday. 

Government 
can not 

conclude  
how many 

more victims 
there will be 

Marina 
was 

called her 
legitimate 
name for 
the first 

time 
yesterday 

rather 
than 

Marcia. 

Carla 
is still 

charging 
though

Girl injures 
index finger 

after fall. 

MOVE ON! TRAINING COURSE 
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